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Westera (2017, 2018, in press): Intonational Compliance Marking
(ICM).
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the ICM theory predicts the various uses of rising declaratives;

I

and we get more detailed predictions by considering when
suspending a maxim is acceptable;

I

e.g., only suspend Quality if its actual violation is deemed unlikely.
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Predictions of ICM theory:
I

in (7c) each single list item is deemed sufficient (H*L L%),
e.g., “driving the point home”.

I

in (7d) compliance marking is deemed unnecessary (H* %),
e.g., “predictable/routine”.

I

in (7e) the speaker didn’t expect/plan to comply,
e.g., “thinking out loud”.

NB.: Many more contours (and predictions); also for “unordinary” lists.

Outline

1. Rising declaratives (of the Quality-suspending kind)
2. The ICM theory in a bit more detail
3. List intonation
4. The rise-fall-rise contour
5. Intonation on interrogatives
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Challenge: Rise-fall-rise has many different uses, with no obvious
common denominator.
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Shortcomings:
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these approaches are aimed at particular sub-classes of uses;

I

they are non-compositional (except Steedman 2014);

I

[some empirical inadequacies].
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Hence (R)FR is predicted to be a marker of secondary QUDs.
(Westera (in press). Rise-fall-rise as a marker of secondary QUDs.)
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A: Who ate what? (What about Fred, what did he eat?)
“Whom is this utterance about?”
B: Fred, ate the beans.

...

“How come?”
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ICM theory predicts RFR to be a marker of secondary QUDs.
Recommended strategy for understanding a usage of RFR:
1. What is the primary QUD?
2. What is the secondary QUD?
3. Why is it rational for the speaker to pursue this combination?

I

RFR provides a window on the pragmatics of QUDs.
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(Westera (2018). An attention-based explanation for some exhaustivity
operators. Proceedings of SuB, Edinburgh.)
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(An A-Quality suspension/violation is not normally possible.)

Outline

1. Rising declaratives (of the Quality-suspending kind)
2. The ICM theory in a bit more detail
3. List intonation
4. The rise-fall-rise contour
5. Intonation on interrogatives
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